Enterprise Application Management Team

August 10, 2016

Attendance:  Andrew Stone, Beth Myrer, Brett Tolman, Chuck Colborne, Clint Moser, Colby Callahan, David Tobler, Eric Humphrey, Geoff Matthew, Jake Ellsworth, Laura Busby, Liz Childs, LuAnn Smith, Ray Walker, Robert Loveridge, Shane Peterson, Wendy Rosenlof

Conducting:  David Tobler

Minutes:  Beth Myrer

Review of minutes

• Student roles – will have active student (those with EL entry with FSB term within the last 7 semesters) and former student (those that are not active student) – will help drive content to the correct role – will run mass e-sync – should be done during the email update
• Discussion of creating a judicial hold – Judicial Affairs doesn’t want to create a new hold, have reworded a couple of the holds already being used and cleaned up duplicate holds – there may be some issues with the ODS tables
• Will have a separate meeting for Leadership Team to have a discussion concerning validation tables

Changing the UVST uvlink email address to my.uvu.edu email address

• Discussion of issues of what needs to happen to make the change
• Official correspondence will go to my.uvu.edu
• The uvlink portal will be decommissioned the end of September
• Need to send notification to both uvlink and my.uvu.edu
• Need to review web site for uvlink references
• Need to have further discussion regarding the content in the roles, web tailor, ect – should happen in the middle of September

Imaging upgrade

• Ran out of space on imaging system hardware storage
• In the new environment can add more storage – in the old environment that is not an option
• To remedy the problem – moved the archive directory – which means certain records cannot be accessed and caused issues
• Discussion of issues and when to do upgrades to address problems
• Was decided to move admissions and financial aid on Monday at 5:00 am – everything else will be done on Friday morning and put an announcement on the UVU landing page regarding the upgrade
• Want some way to ensure that this doesn’t happen again – that there is some notice that the storage is filling up
Decisions
Jacob will take lead on defining active student and former student roles
Was decided to move admissions and financial aid imaging to the new server on Monday at 5:00 am –
everything else will be done on Friday morning
Will also need to put an announcement on the UVU landing page regarding the upgrade

Assignments
Will set a meeting for discussion regarding the content of roles, web tailor, etc – Dave and Laura will set
this up